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The Palgrave Star 
 
Many thanks to Sharon, Patrick, Eric, Kathy, Cara, 
Laura, Kathryn, Carrie, Alan and Beverley for  
delivering the Palgrave Star. 
Copies are delivered to every house in the village 
and it remains the only reliable way of  
communicating with everyone, so it seems  
important to continue. If you don’t get a copy, then 
let me know. Spare copies are left in the church 
porch. 
A volunteer is needed to cover some of Denmark 
Hill and Ling Road so please get in touch if you 
know anyone willing to help. 
 
Jane McClintock 07719922762 
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This edition of The Palgrave Star has been produced in good faith but      

errors may still occur during production.  Please let us know if this        

happens so that it can be corrected.  Please be aware that the views       

expressed in the magazine are not necessarily those of the editors and 

we cannot be held responsible for the accuracy of material submitted for 

publication and that material is included at the editors discretion, and 

may be edited for publication.  

 

The deadline for the next issue is: 

20th October 
If you have an article to be included or would like to advertise in  

The Palgrave Star, please contact the editors at: 
 

thepalgravestar@gmail.com 

 

Please note that articles must be received by 8pm, unless 

agreed by prior arrangement. 

 

Contacting The Palgrave Star 

If you have an article, or enquiry for The Palgrave Star, please email: 

thepalgravestar@gmail.com 

You can also contact the editor, Heather on 07917355614, if unable to take  

your call please leave your name and phone number and I will get back  

to you as soon as I can. 

 

If you are a business, and would like to advertise in The Palgrave Star,  

please contact us via email at: 

palgravestar.adverts@gmail.com 

Where your query will be deal with by Heather Goddard, advertising secretary  

and Palgrave Star editor.  
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The Palgrave Star 
The magazine of the Palgrave and District Community Centre 

Registered Charity 269132 

www.pdcc.co.uk 
 

Palgrave Community Centre 

The members of the PDCC Trustee Committee:  
 

 

Chairman: - pdcc.chairman@gmail.com 

Vice-chairman:  

Hon. Secretary: Heather Goddard—palgravedcc@gmail.com 

Treasurer: Peter Humphreys 

Membership Secretary:  Helen Thorburn            (01379 651749) 

Bookings Secretary:   Carol Hardstone 

contact 07394 537621 or email—pdcc.bookings@gmail.com 

Bar Manager: Lee Lockwood        (01379 423947) 

Other Committee Members: Sharon Cousins-Clark, Lee Farrell,  

Laura Forster (Friends of Palgrave School), George Georgiou,  

John Kilgannon, Jane Lockwood, Eric Milne, Kathy Milne,  

Jean Potter (Friendship Club) &  Michael Rogers (Cinema) 

PDCC Data Protection Privacy Policy 

Data Protection in the UK has changed, and the new law gives 

individuals more rights over how information about them is stored and used 

by organisations.  In particular, organisations have to tell individuals what 

they are doing with the information they are storing and using in line with the 

new General Data Protection Regulations.  The updated PDCC Privacy Policy 

can be found on www.pdcc.co.uk/pdcc-policies. 
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All types of electrical work undertaken 

Part & full rewires  New installations 

Free written quotations  No job is too small 

Tele. 01379 872991 

Mobile 07800 739476 

jlwelectrical@hotmail.co.uk 

Domestic ▪ Industrial ▪ Commercial ▪ Agricultural 
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PDCC  NEWS 
Due to the current Coronavirus pandemic a number of decisions have 

been made by the PDCC Trustee Committee. 

Fireworks: 
We had hoped to be able to hold this event, however with the current sit-
uation a decision has been made to  
postpone.  We would like to be able to hold this at New Year, however 
this will be dependent upon the situation with Covid-19.  We will update 
you via The Star and the website. 
 

Membership renewal 2020/21: 
Membership has been extended for 6 months meaning the membership 
fee is due to be collected in March 2021.  This will be confirmed next 
year and we will keep you  
updated via The Star.  We are proposing to move  
membership fee collection to March for subsequent years. 
 
AGM 2020: 
Once again we are not in a position to hold this and  
following guidance from the Charity Commission it has been decided to 
postpone this for 6 months.  We will keep you updated on when we are 
able to hold this. 
 
 
Looking ahead:        Open Gardens 2021 
Along with other events in the village Open Gardens 2020 did not  
happen. Plans are underway for May 29th 30th & 31st 2021. Gardeners, 
artists and sculptors on board and hopefully it will be possible to  
proceed. 
This enjoyable outdoor event is popular and attracts visitors from some 
distance away to the village. It also gives us the opportunity to meet and 
socialise safely. 
With what looks like a long and challenging winter ahead this is  
something to look forward to next Spring 
Helen Thorburn 01379 651749 and I always welcome suggestions,  
offers of help to make this event happen .... so please keep it in mind. 
Jane McClintock ( 07719922762 ) 
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News from Palgrave Parish Council 
 

 

Parish Council Meetings: The next Parish Council  
meeting is on Thursday 8 October at 7.30pm. This will be a remote audio 
meeting via Zoom. Details of how to join the meeting will be published 3 full 
days in advance on both the notice board and website. You do not have to  
pre-register. Alternatively, if you have any concerns you wish to be discussed, 
please let the clerk know asap.   
 

Palgrave Infrastructure and Investment Plan (PIIP):  
We still need volunteers to come forward if we are to install bird boxes in the 
various wooded areas around Palgrave, which was a popular ‘wishlist’ item at 
the feedback sessions we held last year. Annual checks will be needed to  
establish that the bird boxes are intact, but we also need volunteers to help  
put them up at the initial stage.   All projects need volunteers, so if you thought 
bird boxes were a good idea, do please contact the clerk to help bring this 
small but meaningful project to fruition. 
  

Speed Indicator Devices - We are pleased to confirm that we now have 3 speed 
recording devices permanently situated in the village as part of our traffic  
calming measures. Thanks, as always, to both the volunteers who keep the rota 
going and to Dave Hammond for helping with the initial set up.   
 

Councillor Vacancies – Are you passionate about Palgrave? Do you want to 
have a positive contribution towards local issues that are discussed at Parish 
Council level? We now have 5 vacancies on the Parish Council and would  
welcome some new blood and impetus onto the PC. You can make change 
from within, your voice can be heard. If you would like to discuss what is  
involved, please contact the clerk or speak to a Parish Councillor.   
 

Coronavirus Update – As we move into the autumn, there may be increased 
pressure on support services. We would like to express our thanks to the  
Palgrave Community Support Group for their continued assistance to  
parishioners in these continuing uncertain times.  
 

If you have any matters you wish to raise, please come along to a (remote) 
meeting, or contact the clerk, Caroline Emeny E: palgravepc@gmail.com T: 
01986 798422 (answerphone) 

mailto:palgravepc@gmail.com
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Advertising in the  

Palgrave Star 

Small box—5.x 6.5cm—£40 
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MACMILLAN CANCER SUPPORT 

It was in the Spring when I said that I hoped someone else would take 

on the MacMillan Coffee Morning this year – nothing has happened on 

that which is sad but we are in difficult times this year.  For a good few 

years we have raised over £500 each year at our Community Centre for 

MacMillan.  You will appreciate that we are not allowed to have a coffee 

morning.  Now – my daughter, Carolyn, has been a help to me with this.  

She works for Norfolk libraries – they are not able to have their own  

usual coffee morning nor are they allowed to have a cake stall. So,  

Carolyn and her friends are going to do a sponsored walk in North  

Norfolk. I will be supporting them and I do hope that some of you will feel 

able to help too.   

Donating through Just Giving is simple, fast and totally secure.  Once 

you donate, they send your money directly to MacMillan Cancer Support, 

this does seem to be the most efficient way to give saving time and  

cutting the costs for the charity.  However, I know many of my Palgrave 

supporters will find this difficult so, if you would like to donate and I  

appreciate that we are being careful about handling cash, then please 

put your donation in an envelope and get it to me somehow (or indeed 

via one of my Palgrave friends who will contact me). 

Thank you – and stay safe. 
Pat Simms 

 
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/hellesdon-library?
utm_source=Sharethis&utm_medium=fundraising&utm_content=hellesdon-
library&utm_campaign=pfp-
email&utm_term=88b41635008c40258fe2cd3eb021961a 

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/hellesdon-library?utm_source=Sharethis&utm_medium=fundraising&utm_content=hellesdon-library&utm_campaign=pfp-email&utm_term=88b41635008c40258fe2cd3eb021961a
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/hellesdon-library?utm_source=Sharethis&utm_medium=fundraising&utm_content=hellesdon-library&utm_campaign=pfp-email&utm_term=88b41635008c40258fe2cd3eb021961a
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/hellesdon-library?utm_source=Sharethis&utm_medium=fundraising&utm_content=hellesdon-library&utm_campaign=pfp-email&utm_term=88b41635008c40258fe2cd3eb021961a
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/hellesdon-library?utm_source=Sharethis&utm_medium=fundraising&utm_content=hellesdon-library&utm_campaign=pfp-email&utm_term=88b41635008c40258fe2cd3eb021961a
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Advertising in the Palgrave Star 

Small box—5.x 6.5cm—£40 

Large box 6.5 x 9.5cm—£60 

Half page—£110 

Full page—£175 

Contact: 

palgravestar.adverts@gmail.com 
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Palgrave Parish Council and the Diss & District Neighbourhood Plan 

It seems necessary to draw villagers' attention to the situation that sadly now exists  
between these two organisations, as the latest twist has the potential to affect the lives of 
all Palgravians for a good many years to come. You may recall a series of public meetings 
that took place in the Community Centre in mid-2017. They were held under the auspices 
of the Parish Council [PC] and chaired by their then Chairman, to explain the proposals to 
prepare a Diss & District Neighbourhood Plan [DDNP] under the provisions of the  
Localism Act 2011. 

Diss Town Council had invited Palgrave to participate and the meetings were to explain 
the purpose of the Plan, seek parishioners' views and finally to see if there was a  
collective wish to join. Each of these meetings was very well attended and after a great 
deal of detailed debate it was agreed by a substantial majority that Palgrave should  
become a member of the DDNP. Since then we have been one of the seven parishes in 
the partnership. Each parish authorised two members of its community to represent it on  
a steering group that is tasked with constructing the Plan. 

A neighbourhood plan, even a simple one involving just one parish, can take several 
years to prepare. Ours is complex but after a lot of unseen effort the DNPP has now got  
to grips with both its modus operandi and modus vivendi. It is now well under way, as  
witness its recent online survey.  An update in June listed the work being done to assess 
the needs for, principally, new housing in the DDNP area over the ensuing 18 years, most 
notably in the Norfolk parishes of Diss, Scole, Roydon and Burston & Shimpling, but also 
of course the Suffolk parishes of Stuston, Brome & Oakley and Palgrave. Work is  
currently being undertaken to review and protect cherished local green spaces from  
unwanted development, the walking and cycling network, key landscape views, heritage 
assets and, crucially, the allocation of development sites, for which the views of villagers 
throughout the whole neighbourhood plan area were sought in the recent survey. These 
are all important considerations that will in varying degrees affect all the communities,  
including ours, for some years to come. The provision of housing to meet the govern-
ment’s requirement is something that will be at the top of most people's list of concerns;  
it is the neighbourhood plan that gives our residents a meaningful say in the development 
that is inevitable in the future. 

So all seemed to be going well; there has been steady progress and we have all been  
given the opportunity to offer our views, thereby shaping the Plan when each milestone 
stage has been reached. But then on Thursday 10

th
 September, completely out of the blue 

as far as most are concerned, came the news that at its regular monthly meeting our  
Parish Council had voted to withdraw the village from the DDNP on a vote of 4 in favour,  
2 against – the two against being Cllrs. Weston and Cooper. One of the parish councillors 
had proposed the motion in advance of the meeting but the only indication that such a 
move had been contemplated was an item on the Agenda, dated 6 September, giving  
residents less than a week's notice via either the village notice board or the website. 

There has been no real indication of the reasons for proposing the motion. Nor has there 
been an explanation, which the community surely deserves, of the benefits to the village 
of leaving the DDNP. There are no doubt further questions interested residents will be 
asking and will expect answers from the PC: for example, if it was a community vote that 
took the village into the partnership, should it not be the community that decides to leave 
it? 

I hope the Parish Council's response to such questions will soon be forthcoming and will 
hopefully appear in a future edition of The Star. My purpose is not to directly support the 
DDNP; rather it is to express concern at the way in which this situation has arisen and the 
largely unconsidered consequences for Palgrave. 

Ian McClintock                                                                                                    20/09/2020 
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Palgrave & District Nature Notes 
 

Wildlife reports this month have been rather sparse: this is a quiet time of year. 

Heribert has sent a further set of 'pond' photos which show a warbler but not clearly 

enough to differentiate between a Chiffchaff and Willow warbler -  probably the  

former. Janet & Michael Lockett gave me an update on Buzzard numbers seen whilst 

on their local walks – up to 4 together - a Kestrel, and a small flock of unidentified 

birds in a field of volunteer OSR; Phil had another Green woodpecker in the garden 

and Mike Bootman played host one evening to a smart Red-legged partridge; but to 

add to his list of gruesome discoveries Jerry Rolfe told of finding a dead Tawny owl. 

More positively, Kathryn Westerveld is clearly enjoying the magic of butterflies, telling 

me of the species she encountered in her garden and on recent country walks –  

nothing too surprising but a really nice mix of those that Cara mentioned in her  

summer roundup: Peacock, Red Admiral, Gatekeeper, Meadow Brown, Common 

Blue. Brimstone and, of course, Large & Small Whites.  Photos of a Vapourer c 

aterpillar and an unidentified spider were sent by the Locketts. A very welcome  

invertebrate report came from Tony Jackson, who sent me a stunning photograph of a 

Wasp spider seen in his 'wild' garden, a species that I had not encountered before. 

Because of its size and colouration the female is a 'fearsome' looking creature, the 

male small and insignificant: both are harmless to humans. Usually inhabiting rough 

grassland, it constructs a large intricate 'orb' web to entrap grasshoppers, its main  

victims.  I see that it is common in southern England and steadily spreading north. My 

other invertebrate news came from Sharon Cousins-Clarke, who has had a Humming-

bird hawkmoth in her garden. We get very few such reports in most years: though it is 

the commonest hawkmoth in this country it remains a very special sighting, usually in 

the more floral of gardens. Mostly an annual immigrant from southern Europe, a few 

are thought now to over-winter here, when Heath bedstraw and Field madder are the 

usual larval foodplants. Interestingly both the Wasp spider and Hummingbird   

hawkmoth are supposedly creatures of warmer climates than ours but both are be-

coming more frequent here – definitive indicators that our climate is becoming  

warmer. 
What is it about autumn that makes it memorable for you? Is it the glorious colours of 

our deciduous trees or the piles of leaves filling every corner of the garden; perhaps 

the prospect of gales and pouring rain or those crisp, sunny mornings with just a 

touch of frost? For me it is all of them but what I especially look forward to are the 

flocks of birds as they forget the rivalries of the breeding season and congregate to 

survive the coming hardships together.  I was reminded of this a couple of months 

ago when the occasional gull reappeared over the village after their summer vacation 

at the coast: it seems that many in fact spend much of their year inland, generally 

from autumn until spring. To most people gulls – in the company of serious birders it's 

best not to call them seagulls! – are much the same noisy white birds that in an urban 

setting will probably make a nuisance of themselves. Few people outside the birding  
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community are aware that there are some 50 different species globally, of which 27 
have been recorded in the British Isles, divided between eight genera – though these 
'facts' seem to change every few years as taxonomy advances. However, here in  
Palgrave the situation is a good deal less complicated: generally we will only  
encounter three species, with perhaps the chance of a further two or three, beyond 
which we are into the realms of 'locally rare'. 
The best way to understand the visual differences between species is to observe the 
hundreds of birds following the plough – from the passenger seat of the tractor cab if 
possible. By far the most numerous will  certainly be Black-headed Gulls, a name 
that is immediately confusing as the hood is actually dark brown, not black, and in any 
case for more than half the year - roughly August to February - the head is white with 
just small grey patches behind the eyes and no 'hood' whatsoever. More reliable for 
identification are its comparative small size, its red bill and legs, pale grey back and 
wings with a white leading edge to the outer wing that is visible in flight and diagnostic 
of a BHG. Young birds have a great deal of gingery brown on the back and head, 
which is still present to some extent the following summer. They have a wide  
distribution, across all of northern Europe and Asia. Here in the UK it is thought that 
about 250,000 breed, rising sharply to over a million in winter with birds arriving in  
August and September, mainly from the Baltic and coasts  of the northern Continent. 
They are then the commonest gull to be seen at landfill sites, on playing fields and 
generally in urban settings as well as in agricultural fields. Then, as winter evenings 
close in, small groups will be seen flying over, often in formation, as they converge on 
a roosting site for the night. The Waveney valley is a favourite flight path, heading for 
the relative safety of wetlands such as Redgrave Fen or Mendham. 
A couple of decades ago the second most numerous species of gull to be seen in this 
area was largely confined to the summer months but now the Lesser Black-backed 
Gull will be seen all year round.  Adult birds are easy enough to identify, especially 
when on the ground, having very dark slate grey wings and mantle that are also easily 
seen in flight. They have yellow legs and the yellow bill has a red spot (in common 
with other large gulls). It seems that Lesser Black-backs now have a breeding  
population that is stable at 200,000, or slowly increasing, a figure that is boosted in 
winter by continental birds. The third species to be seen commonly in Palgrave is the 
familiar Herring Gull, a bird that is slightly larger than the Lesser BB (a wingspan up 
to 148cm. against 134cm.) and a very different colouration: the body is basically white 
with silvery-grey mantle and wings, the latter having black tips with white spots 
(usually termed 'mirrors'); the bill is the same bright yellow but the legs are pink. This 
is the bird with the familiar loud call often used to convey the sea on radio and  
television. There is considerable controversy over the numbers of Herring Gulls, which 
over the past decade have seemingly declined, but is the 'Red-listing' and 
'Endangered status' of a species thought to have around 300,000, maybe  
substantially more, really justified? (Coulson J.C., 2019, 'Gulls', Collins NN). 
These three species cover most gulls to be seen in Palgrave. However there may  
occasionally be others: Great Black-backed Gull – a black back instead of the slate 
grey of the LBB and with a wingspan up to 165cm., much the larger; Common Gull – 
greenish-yellow legs and is not common here, being much more so in the north,  
especially Scotland;  Generally adult gulls are not too difficult to identify.   
If you have any interesting wildlife stories to tell please contact me at 
iwt.mcclintock@gmail.com  Thank you.      Ian McC.                                                                                                     

mailto:iwt.mcclintock@gmail.com
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Alice Lert's Grandson 
 

Alice had a favourite boy 

The Apple of her eye 

He couldn't do a wrongful thing 

To upset or annoy. 
 

Her Grandson had a foreign dad 

The boy's called Al Gorithm 

At school he always messed about 

that cheeky, naughty, country lad 
 

So when the Lockdown rule applied 

Home schooling with his Ma 

Al was a happy child who knew 

She's easily defied 
 

Results came out no one believed 

5 A Stars, the rest were B's 

Celebrations though put on ice 

A U turn that no one conceived 
 

Teacher's marks instead were sought 

human not computer judged 

Al's teachers knew him very well 

They'll have it in for me he thought. 
 

He wasn't wrong ...to his dismay 

Despite him cutting teacher's grass 

His Bees went off to join the hive 

The A stars joined the milky way. 
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Regular activities at Palgrave Community Centre 

Clubs 

Mondays:     Line Dancing 11.30am — 12.30pm (Main hall) 

   Carpet Bowls 2.00pm   

           Line Dancing 7.30pm  (Main hall)  

            Cribbage 7.00pm (in the Member’s lounge) 
 

Tuesdays:    Friendship Club—alternate weeks 

                  

Wednesdays:     Yoga 9.30—11.00am (Main hall) 

   Extend 12pm  

   -For over 60s to maintain health, balance and have great fun 

          Line Dancing 7.30pm (Main hall) 

         PDCC Committee Meeting  

   (First Wednesday of the month in the Member’s lounge) 

                  

Thursdays:   Boot Camp 6.30—7.30pm 

     

Fridays:      Member’s Lounge bar open 6.30pm  

 

Sundays:  Palgrave All-Stars - Kids multi-sports club 10.00am 

Contact list for clubs and organisations who use Palgrave Community Centre 

Carpet Bowls and Cribbage—Jean Potter 01379 651926 

Friendship Club—Pam Baker 01379 643513 or Jean Potter 01379 651926 

Line Dancing Monday & Wednesday evening—Melissa Hawkes 07770 875404 

Line Dancing Monday morning—Marina—01953 788363 

Yoga—Wednesday morning—Nelia—07926 742846 

Extend—Polly Lavender 01379 643212 or 07739 529449 

Boot Camp—Stephen Jessop 07788313070 

Parish Council—palgravepc@gmail.com 

ALL CLUBS, EVENTS AND SOCIAL ACTIVITIES ARE  
CANCELLED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE 
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As Parliament returned earlier this month, we continue to live in uncertain times 
and this summer has certainly been very different.  One of the things which I have 
missed the most is being out and about and meeting so many members of the  
local community at the annual village fetes and community events. 

 

Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, a great many of our businesses have 
been impacted – across all sectors.  With the hospitality industry being greatly  
impacted, I’ve been especially impressed to see so many examples of businesses 
adapting and innovating to offer new services supporting our rural communities.  
For example, during the forced closures of lockdown, a number of pubs across 
Central Suffolk and North Ipswich have adapted to offer pop-up grocery stores or 
take away dining. 

 

These pop-up shops and take away dining outlets proved incredibly popular with 
local residents, meaning that they didn’t have to venture too far from home to 
shop locally and source top quality, local ingredients.  Now that lockdown has 
eased, many of those businesses who had adapted are continuing to offer the add
-on services and customers are continuing to support them, valuing the important 
contribution they make to the local community. 

 

As we’ve come out of lockdown, businesses and consumers have readjusted and 
early signs of economic recovery are encouraging.  Our towns and villages are at 
last seeing increased footfall and sales are slowly beginning to recover.  Although 
many consumers are still being cautious, our businesses have gone to great 
lengths to ensure they are COVID-19 secure, giving consumers confidence that 
they can shop safely. 

 

That said, it is important to remember that the virus has sadly not gone away, and 
we all have a part to play in stopping the spread of the virus whilst also supporting 
our local economy.  Good hand hygiene is particularly important; when out and 
about, if you can’t easily wash your hands, remember to take along an  
anti-bacterial hand sanitiser and wear a face covering when indoors.  Keeping at 
least 2 metres apart from people who are not from your own household helps to 
protect you and others and reduce the spread of the virus.   

 

In closing, I would like to put on record my thanks to all of those who have worked 
tirelessly during these recent months – our teachers, frontline public sector  
workers, NHS staff and community carers, along with the army of volunteers who 
stepped in to help deliver food or prescriptions and looking out for others. 
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Palgrave Community Club 

Booking rates for Palgrave Community Centre 

 

Main Hall 

Monday—Friday     £10.00 per hour 

Friday evening, Saturday and Sunday £12.00 per hour 

 

Member’s Lounge 

Monday—Friday      £5.00 per hour 

(not available Friday evening) 

Saturday and Sunday    £7.00 per hour 

 

Deposit of 50% required at time of booking. 

 

CONTACT THE BOOKINGS SECRETARY  

FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

Tel: 07394 537621 

Email: pdcc.bookings@gmail.com 

CLOSED UNTIL  

FURTHER NOTICE 
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Palgrave Walking Group  
 

Our group meets on the second and fourth Tuesday of each month (With extra walks 
added on the third Tuesday during the Summer, Spring- Autumn months). Everyone is 
welcome to join our friendly group but it is regretted that dogs cannot be allowed on our 
walks. Additionally Palgrave Walking Group, or its walk leaders, cannot be held liable for 
any injury sustained whilst on any walk they organise. At present during the Covid 19  
situation, if wish to join the group please contact Bob Solley, bobsolley@aol.com.  if you 
wish to join us on any of the walks or wish to unsubscribe also contact Bob. 
 
Alison S walk on October 13

th
.  Start from IP20 0HJ, (23 Low Road, Wortwell).  

Heading to Harleston ending at The Bell in Wortwell.  Anyone wishing to do Alison’s walk 
following group rules below, please contact Bob ASAP so we can control numbers and 
track and trace as necessary. Those who are on the list will get full details of the walk the 
Tuesday evening of the week before. 
 
Sue O’s away walk on October 20

th
.  The walk starts at the car park of the West Stow 

Anglo Saxon village and country park. We take a walk around the lake there before  
joining the path along the River Lark and past the old pump house. We skirt along the 
Lackford nature reserves and lakes and then follow the path through woodland. Away 
from the river the walk winds its way through forestry commission land and heath before 
returning to the car park.  The walk is approximately 4.5 miles.  There is a cafe on site 
which does food to take out or the Cadogan Arms pub at nearby Ingham, they allow  
people inside (2 households only) and were serving food outside for up to 6 households.  
Anyone wishing to do Sue’s walk, following group rules below, please contact Bob ASAP 
so we can control numbers and track and trace as necessary. Those who are on the list 
will get full details of the walk the Tuesday evening of the week before. 

 
Steph F’s walk on October 27

th
.  Depending on numbers and how far people want to 

walk there will be options for short cuts  Starting from Stanley Rd, heading up Old Road, 
Brewers Green, make our way up Walcott Road, foot path across the railway line,  
coming out at Railway bridge on corner, decision can then be made on which route to 
continue with.  The walk will be a mix of on and off road and there will be a couple of 
stiles to cross.  Anyone wishing to do Steph’s walk,  following the group rules  
below, please contact Bob ASAP so we can control numbers and track and trace as  
necessary. Those who are on the list will get full details of the walk the Tuesday evening 
of the week before. 
 
In order to satisfy current guidelines on outdoor activities, funerals, religious meetings, 
community activities, our walk is limited to walking in groups of six socially distanced or 
less people.  If more than 6 persons wish to do the walk, we will continue walking 
in subgroups of not more than six which will be no less than 5 metres apart and continue 
not to chat or socialise with the other subgroups.  Please do not attend the walk if you 
have had COVID-19 symptoms or been with anyone who has developed  
symptoms during the 14 days prior to the walk.  And as per the Palgrave Walking Group 
rules you walk with the group entirely at your own risk and responsibility, ensuring also 
that another walker has your ICE contact details.  

 
 

mailto:bobsolley@aol.com
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Palgrave Gardening and Social Group 

Sadly the group hasn’t been meeting due to many of us socially  
isolating and distancing, however, the committee has recently met a 
few times in our gardens, socially distancing of course!  The erratic 
weather does not put off we tough gardeners and refreshments in 
the rain under our umbrellas and the canopy of a lovely weeping 
birch was very pleasant indeed. 
 
The committee sends our good wishes to the group and we do hope 
that by January we will all be able to meet again in safety. 
  
For information about the group please contact: 
Pat       gpleigh@btinternet.com      01379 642559  

 

 

mailto:gpleigh@btinternet.com
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Quiz answers. 

1. Sweet Pea   2. Parsley   3. Sage   4. Ragged Robin   5. Broom   6. Flox   7. Crocus   8. Foxgloves   9. Cornflower 

10. Stocks   11. Hyacinth   12. Freesia   13. Lady’s Slipper   14. Mint   15. Basil   16. Carnation   17. Snowdrop 

18. Candytuft   19. Thrift   20. Rose   21. Sweet William   22. Camellia   23. Honesty   24.  Red Hot Poker 

25. Columbine   26. Monks Hood   27. Speedwell   28. Forget-me-not   29. Feverfew   30. Busy Lizzie 

31. Comfrey   32. Viola   33. Star of Bethlehem   34. Lupin   35. Dandelion 
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Flowers and Herbs quiz 

 

Following on from the taster clues in September’s Star, here are a few more for you to 

have ago at.  All the answers are well know flowers and herbs,  Spellings and sounds 

may have to be adjusted and some clues broken up.  Good Luck! Answers can be 

found on the inside back cover. 

 

1.  Not sour, vegetable 

2.  A lion’s name 

3.  Wise one 

4.  Bedraggled bird 

5.  Household implement 

6.  Lots of sheep 

7.  A bird that swears 

8.  Animal, hand warmers 

9.  Grain in bloom 

10.  Throw tomatoes at the naughty 

11.  Mrs Bucket 

12.  Keeps produce frozen 

13.  Footwear for the genteel 

14.  Rich place 

15.  TV fox 

16.  A vehicle for the people of England 

17.  White moisture 

18.  Sweets, grass 

19.  Frugal 

20.  By any other name 

21.  A very nice boy 

22.  Mail lace (anagram) 

23.  The best policy 

24.  Burning rod 

25.  Harlequin’s girlfriend 

26.  A religious man’s hat 

27.  Rushing source of water 

28.  Remember me 

29.  High temperature, not many 

30.  Hard working Elizabeth 

31.  No charge 

32.  Rare stringed instrument 

33.  Over the manger 

34.  WC, fastener 

35.  Trendy wild cat 


